Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The obligation of paying zakat is an important methode to resolve the gap between the haves and the haves-not society. As state in QS Al Mujaadilah verse 13, for Muslims who have not been fulfilled yet sadaqah during talks with Rasulullah, then Allah forgive them if they do salat and pay zakat. Thus the importance of paying zakat which is equated with the importance of prayer. Obaidulllah dan Abd. Latief (2008) explained zakat and sadaqah are main charity instruments in Islamic scheme to alleviate poverty. Sarea (2012) viewed zakat as one of in accordance methode to measure economic growth. The collection of zakat funds can not be separated from society attitude who are concerned of their obligation to pay zakat.
Indonesia as the largest Muslim population country in the world is a great potential in collecting zakat funds. According to Vice Chairman of National Amil Zakat Board, Zainulbahar Noor, Indonesia zakat potential reach 217 trillion rupiah. With this potentiality, zakat fund will be able to help government in order to alleviate poverty.
Unfortunately, the collecting of zakat funds only about 3 trillion rupiah or about 1.2 percent (https://m.tempo.co).: 2016). This research is done in South Sumatera, represent by 4 regents and 1 city to find out the relevance between 2 explanatory variables influence society attitude in paying zakat viewed from tawhidi perspective. Society here means the person who has an obligation to pay zakat.
South Sumatera is one of province locates in the shouthern part of Sumatera island. It rich in natural resources such as petroleum, natural gas and coal. Besides, the province has many attractive tourist destination to visit, and indirectly influence the culture of the society. With 91.592,43 km 2 area, South Sumatera is the largest province in Sumatera island. Its economic performance continues to strengthen each year. Economic growth is supported by the magnitude of regional gross domestic product continues to increase. The datas explaine South Sumatera is the highest ratings to 11 of 34 provinces in Indonesia in regional gross domestic product acquisition. But on the contrary, it is also the poorest province ranked 18 out of 34 provinces in Indonesia. Simply it indicates that the richness have not been distributed evenly and have not been able to improve the wellbeing of society. If seen from the datas, it should be positively correlate with the ability of society to be able to share sustenance, especially from zakat.
From these explanations can be stated that local government is not fully able to handle these poverty problems. Assuming that if large regional income will automatically increase the welfare of the society turned out not currently fully valid. Zakat fund is as an alternative and also as a main supporter to alleviate poverty. Society' s role as a muzakki and mustahiq are very expected to assist the implementation of the collection and distribution of zakat on purpose in order to alleviate poverty.
2.
LITERATURE REVIEW 2.1. Definition and The Basic Concept Of Zakat.
Zakat word comes from zaka, in terminology has many meaning, that is sacred, grow, blessing, praise and develop (Mardhani, 2013) . In addition, the charity could also mean a certain amount of a certain assets assigned to a particular person (Sholihin, 2010) . While in Government On Law No. 23 Year 2011 on the Management of Zakat, which meant Zakat is an asset that must be issued by a Muslim or a business entity to be given to those who deserve it in accordance with Islamic syaria (www.sumsel.kemenag.go.id).
The most accurate way to overcome the gap between the haves and the haves-not is the obligation to pay zakat to those who are already qualified. Terms someone obliged to give zakat are: 1) Moslem, 2) Independence, 3) Baligh, 4) The conditon of the asset, the asset develops, 5) The condition of the assets until the nisab. By paying zakat, then it will manifest unity in Islam portrayed on the lessons learned, namely: 1) maintain and protect the asset from the sight of others, 2) to help poor people and those in need, 3) purify oneself from miser, accustom moslems for giving and generous, so that not only gives limited to only zakat (Az-Zuhaili, 2011) . It shows the basic concept of zakat, namely that with paying zakat regularly, then all good things will be back, either to the person who paying zakat (muzakki) or also to the person who receive zakat (mustahiq).
2.2.
Relationship Between The Variables and Society Attitude.
Every human being can not be separated from the things that affect their lives. 2 variables of many variables that influence society attitude are employment and income. This paper reviews the relationship between these 2 variables on the society attitude to pay zakat.
Employment
Islam is a guidance and teachings for Muslim way of life in this earth. These teachings encouraged the people to work hard and spirited, avoid laziness and always do the charity. QS At Taubah verse 103 explain about the importance of paying zakat to purify and cleanse themselves. Thus, everyone will be trying to replenish themselves and sharing with others, the way to work and try as much as possible as well. In Islam, working for living is one way of jihad. Islam motivate every believer to avoid attitude that show weakness.
Income
According to PSAK No.23 paragraph 6, the meaning of income is the gross inflow of economy benefits arising from the company normal activity during a period when those inflows result in increase in equity that do not come from the contribution of capital invesment. To obtain income, every human must work hard and seriously. QS Al Furgaan verse 47 explains about Allah' s gift to human about the time difference to look for sustenance and time to rest. Thus the attention of Allah to His creatures. Although human try to earn as much as possible, he is recommended to do rest. Yogatama (2010) in his research concluded that income level factor showed positive and significant effect on the probability of adherence to fulfill the obligation paying zakat. Rouf (2011) explain that income is one factors that influence sinificantly society interest in giving zakat at Semarang Zakat House. The respondents agree that the more income the stronger the desire in giving zakat. (Choudhury, 2013) .
Tawhidi String Relation (TSR) Concept
TSR concept describes the delivery beginning process of knowledge until the implementation for human kindness. It is done by shuratic process with partisipation and complementary (pairing) methode. In this shuratic process, there is an interaction (I) between all parties in it. From this interaction will increase an integration (I), that shows a consensus. The integration will evolute to the next process to evaluation previous process and move forward to the next process. This IIE process will produce a sosial wellbeing and the notation is W{θ,X(θ)} (Choudhury, 2013) .
RESEARCH METHOD
This research is done to society from 4 regencies (OKU Timur, Muara Enim, BanyuAsin, Musi Bayu Asin) and 1 city (Palembang) in South Sumatera province. 592 respondents tested the validity with loading factor is 0.30 (Hair et.al., 2016) and also reliability test using Alfa Cronbach' s (if alpha value > 0.60, both the questions and statements are reliable). It used a linear regression test to find the correllation between the variables.
3.1.
Conceptual Framework .1 explains the relationship model between variables that influence society attitude to pay zakat and society wellbeing. According to the model, it will calculated the variables value which influence society attitude to pay zakat. As it has been known, TSR concept is a pervasive complementary, not a subtitution. In other words, those X dan Y variables complement each other. Every variable will embeed by tetha, wherein each variable interconnected to one another to form circular causation. In mathematics, this concept will create a model:
Evaluation is done by estimation and simulation to form a circular causation model as follows: The value in each variable will influence another variable. The change of percentage in one variable will change another variable as they are. The resulting value on the relationship of each variable can be expected in positive value, but will possibly show a negative value. If the result is negative value, simulation will be done to change negative value into positive. The value will choosen by observation of the things pertaining to the variable and also do the shuratic process to the competent persons. The positive value describes a good society attitude to pay zakat, which in turn have a positive impact on improving society wellbeing. Figure 3 shows intercausality between 2 explanatory variables form society attitude to obtain a wellbeing. Each variables are complementary and not a substitution for other variables. There are a pairing. This intercausality is a result from interaction process (from a small group). It begins from relationship between person to person from a relation activities with employment and income. In this activities, there is a conformity and nonconformity. There is an evaluation to form an integration, that is the relation between group from these three variables. Integration process is done by repeated evaluation to find conformity inter and intra group. Evaluation is done by learning previuos phase. If there is a conformity, then it will be an evolution, that is the transfer to the second phase of the re-starting of the interaction, then integration and evolution process. This IIE process will continue until the end of the world, make a circular causation to obtain a wellbeing.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
According to the validity and reliablity test can be explained that every statement item given to the respondent is in relation to employment and income are valid and reliable. 
TSR Analysis
From the results of the questionnaire using a likert scale of 5 points obtained average rate society attitude to pay zakat in South Sumatera influenced by 2 variables. Table 4 .4 to 4.6. explain the coefficient regression value between variables according to the tsr methode, which every variable has opportunity become explanatory variables as well as explained variables. 
Equation Model
These equation models are made to find tetha hat (θ^) result, ie by embedding tetha (θ) on each variables coefficient regression value. Tetha (θ) value is an actual data value, while tetha hat (θ^) value is an estimation data value. From these explanations the result that the actual datas show respondents' opinion relation to the variables that form attitude to pay zakat. Using the tawhidi string relation methode with embed tetha in each variables, will generate an assessment toward a good enough up to good. It proves eventhough respondents give a not good assessment, with tawhidi string relation methode can be changed it better. One' s faith has a role to make difference.
CONCLUSION
From the statistical test can be concluded employment and income variables simultaneously and partially influence society attitude in paying zakat. Partially and also seen from RSquare test, income influence society attitude in paying zakat more significant than employment. If income increase then respondens' t attitude to pay zakat will also increase better than the change of employment.
TSR methode implement that every variables is a pairing and complementary. Though employment variable does not influence society attitude as big as income, but these two variables relate to complement one another.
